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Abstract

A Weyl semimetal is a new state of matter that hosts Weyl fermions as quasiparticle excitations.

The Weyl fermions at zero energy correspond to points of bulk band degeneracy, Weyl nodes, which

are separated in momentum space and are connected only through the crystal’s boundary by an

exotic Fermi arc surface state. We experimentally measure the spin polarization of the Fermi arcs

in the first experimentally discovered Weyl semimetal TaAs. Our spin data, for the first time,

reveal that the Fermi arcs’ spin polarization magnitude is as large as 80% and lies completely in

the plane of the surface. Moreover, we demonstrate that the chirality of the Weyl nodes in TaAs

cannot be inferred by the spin texture of the Fermi arcs. The observed non-degenerate property of

the Fermi arcs is important for establishing its exact topological nature, which reveals that spins on

the arc form a novel type of 2D matter. Additionally, the nearly full spin polarization we observed

(∼ 80%) may be useful in spintronic applications.
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The Weyl semimetal can potentially open a new era in condensed matter physics and

materials science as it provides the first realization of Weyl fermions, broadens the classi-

fication of topological phases beyond insulators, demonstrates exotic quantum anomalies,

and exhibits novel Fermi arc surface states [1–19]. A Weyl semimetal has a band struc-

ture with band crossings between two non-degenerate bands, Weyl nodes, which are each

associated with a quantized chiral charge [7]. It can be understood as a monopole or an

anti-monopole of the Berry curvature in momentum space. Remarkably, the protection of

the Weyl fermions does not require any symmetry besides translation. Weyl semimetals may

exhibit exceptionally high electron mobilities [14] and may be used to improve electronics by

carrying electric currents more efficiently. Moreover, the presence of parallel electrical and

magnetic fields can break the apparent conservation of the chiral charge due to the chiral

anomaly, making a Weyl metal, unlike ordinary nonmagnetic metals, more conductive with

an increasing magnetic field. Furthermore, the Weyl nodes are connected only through the

crystal’s boundary by a topological surface state, a Fermi arc. These phenomena make new

physics accessible and suggest potential applications [21–29].

Very recently, the first Weyl semimetal has been experimentally discovered in an inversion

breaking, single-crystalline compound TaAs [12, 15]. Both the Weyl fermions and the Fermi

arcs have been directly observed by photoemission spectroscopy [12, 15]. Here, we study the

spin polarization properties of the topological Fermi arc surface states in TaAs. Historically,

the surface spin texture has played a crucial role for topological insulators because it reveals

the π Berry phase that demonstrates the nontrivial topology [30–32]. A Weyl semimetal

can be thought of as an interpolation between topological and normal insulators [6]. Hence,

it is important to understand the topological meaning of the Fermi arcs’ spin texture in a

Weyl semimetal. We use our spin data and calculation of the Fermi arcs in TaAs to study

this important topic.

Laser-based spin-resolved angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (laser-SARPES)

measurements were performed at the Institute for Solid State Physics (ISSP) at the Uni-

versity of Tokyo. Photoelectrons were excited by an ultraviolet laser (hν = 6.994 eV). The

spin polarization was detected by the very-low-energy electron diffraction (VLEED) spin

detectors using pre-oxidized Fe(001)-p(1×1)-O targets. The two spin detectors were placed

at an angle of 90 deg. and were directly attached to a ScientaOmicron DA30-L analyzer,

enabling simultaneous spin-resolved ARPES measurements for all three spin components
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as well as high-resolution spin-integrated ARPES experiments. The energy and angle res-

olutions were set to be better than 20 meV and 0.7◦ for the laser-SARPES measurements.

Spin-integrated ARPES measurements were performed at beamlines 4.0.3 of the Advanced

Light Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in Berkeley,

California, USA. The energy and momentum resolution of the vacuum ultraviolet ARPES

instruments was better than 30 meV and 1% of the surface Brillouin zone (BZ). For all

measurements, Samples were measured at a temperature of about 20 K and under a vac-

uum condition better than 1 × 10−10 torr. First-principles calculations were performed by

using the OPENMX code based on norm-conserving pseudopotentials generated with multi-

reference energies and optimized pseudoatomic basis functions within the framework of the

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of density functional theory (DFT) [33]. Spin-

orbit coupling was incorporated through j-dependent pseudo-potentials. For each Ta atom,

three, two, two, and one optimized radial functions were allocated for the s, p, d, and f or-

bitals (s3p2d2f1), respectively, with a cutoff radius of 7 Bohr. For each As atom, s3p3d3f2

was adopted with a cutoff radius of 9 Bohr. A regular mesh of 1000 Ry in real space was

used for the numerical integrations and for the solution of the Poisson equation. A k point

mesh of 17 × 17 × 5 for the conventional unit cell was used and experimental lattice pa-

rameters [34] were adopted in the calculations. Symmetry-respecting Wannier functions for

the As p and Ta d orbitals were constructed without performing the procedure for maximiz-

ing localization and a real-space tight-binding Hamiltonian was obtained [35]. The surface

state band structure and spin polarization were calculated by the surface Green’s function

technique, which computes the spectral weight near the surface of a semi-infinite system.

Let us first discuss the essential aspects of the surface state band structure that are

important for our investigation of the spin texture. TaAs crystalizes in a body-centered

tetragonal lattice system with the space group of I41md (#109). Systematic details of the

band structures can be found in Ref. [12]. Figure 1(a) shows a schematic illustration of

TaAs’s crystal lattice. It can be seen that the lattice lacks a space-inversion center, which

is key to realizing the time-reversal symmetric Weyl semimetal state [6]. First principles

calculations showed 24 Weyl nodes in the bulk Brillouin zone (BZ). On the (001) surface of

the TaAs, the 24 Weyl nodes project onto 16 points. Eight projected Weyl nodes near the

surface BZ boundary (X̄ and Ȳ points) have a projected chiral charge of ±1. The other

eight projected Weyl nodes close to midpoints of the Γ̄− X̄(Ȳ ) lines have a projected chiral
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charge of ±2. They are shown by black and white dots in Fig. 1(b). The calculated surface

state Fermi surface is in excellent agreement with the ARPES data in Ref. [12]. Specifically,

we identify three main features, namely a bowtie-shaped contour at the Ȳ point, an elliptical

contour at the X̄ point, and a crescent-shaped feature near the midpoint of each Γ̄− X̄(Ȳ )

line. Our investigation focuses on the crescent-shaped feature that consists of two curves

(Fermi arcs) that join each other at the two end points, which correspond to projected Weyl

nodes with projected chiral charge of ±2. The Fermi arcs near the X̄ and Ȳ points were not

well-resolved in ARPES due to the close proximity of the corresponding Weyl nodes [12].

Hence we only focus on the crescent Fermi arcs near the midpoint of each Γ̄− X̄(Ȳ ) line.

Figure 1(c) shows the calculated spin texture of the crescent Fermi arcs. Denoted by

white arrows is the direction of spin polarization along the Fermi arcs. The direction of

spin polarization rotates clockwise as one travels around the outer Fermi arc in a counter-

clockwise fashion. If one travels along the inner arc in an counter-clockwise fashion, we

observe that the spin direction also rotates clockwise. The actual spin polarization direction

for the extrema of the outer and inner Fermi arcs are opposite to each other. An observation

to make here is the constraint mirror symmetry enforces on the allowed spin polarization

direction. As illustrated in Fig 1c, the crescent Fermi arcs intersect the high-symmetry line

(Γ̄− Ȳ ), which is invariant under the reflection Mx : x⇒ −x. This crescent Fermi arc lies

on a high symmetry line that cuts along the middle of both arcs. This mirror symmetry

should therefore only allow, for the case of Fig. 1(c), in-plane spin polarization direction

along ±kx, which is consistent with our calculations for the spin texture at extrema of both

inner and outer arcs. In Fig. 2(a) we show a high-resolution ARPES Fermi surface map of

crescent Fermi arcs. Labeled on Fig. 2(a) are the ki points (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) on the outer

Fermi arc that corresponds to the spin polarization direction calculated, shown in Fig. 2(b),

and experimentally measured, shown in Figs. 2(c-g). The spin polarization direction at k1,

the extremum of the outer arc, was measured to be nearly 80% along the +kx direction

and no spin polarized along the ±ky direction within our experimental resolution, which is

consistent with our calculations in Fig. 2(b). In addition, the measured spin polarization

direction at k2 and k3 shows 40% spin polarization along +kx and −ky direction and 40%

spin polarization along +kx and +ky direction, respectively. Finally, the measured spin

polarization direction for the outer Fermi arc at k4 and k5, shows 0% spin polarization

along ±kx and 80% in the −ky direction and +ky direction, respectively. By comparing
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the in-plane spin polarization direction defined in Figs. 2(c-g) with spin texture calculated

and displayed in Fig. 2(b), it becomes apparent that our experimental results are consistent

with our theoretical predictions.

Lets now perform a similar spin texture analysis on the inner crescent Fermi arc. In

Fig. 3(a) we present the same Fermi surface map of the Fermi arcs presented in Fig. 2(a),

but now the inner Fermi arc is labeled with ki points (i = 6, 7, 8). A schematic illustration

of the spin texture predicted by calculation is shown in Fig. 3(b), with the spin polarization

direction denoted by white arrows. The spin polarization direction at k6, the extremum of

the inner arc, was measured to be nearly 80% along the −kx direction and approximately 0%

spin polarized along the ±ky direction, which is consistent with our calculations in Fig. 3(b).

Now, the measured spin polarization direction at k7 and k8 shows 45% spin polarization

along −kx and +ky direction and 30%−40% spin polarization along −kx and −ky direction,

respectively. Similar to the outer Fermi arc presented in Fig. 2, the spin texture calculated

and exhibited in Fig. 2(b) is consistent with our experimental results shown in Figs. 3(c-

e). Our data (Fig. 3(f)) show that the measured spin polarization is consistent with the

calculated spin polarization of the Fermi arcs, irrespective of the light polarization.

The out-of-plane spin polarization data are shown in Fig. 4(a). From the data, it is

clear that no out-of-plane spin (Pz) polarization is measured within in our experimental

resolution. This is consistent with our calculations, where also zero out-of-plane spin po-

larization is found everywhere in the surface BZ. The lack of out-of-plane spin polarization

is in fact guaranteed by symmetries, namely, time reversal symmetry T and two-fold ro-

tational symmetry along the ẑ axis C2z. Specifically, in the surface BZ, the combined

transformation C2zT is a symmetry of every surface wavevector, i.e., it maps (kx, ky) to it-

self. Since (T C2z)
2 = +1, this symmetry does not result in Kramers degeneracy, but rather

(T C2z)|ψ(kx, ky)〉 and |ψ(kx, ky)〉 are proportional up to a phase factor. Given further that

T flips all spin components but C2z only flips Sx and Sy, we obtain that the expectation

value of Sz vanishes.

We also study the origin of the observed large spin polarization. We check the magnitude

of the spin polarization in theoretical calculations. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the two bands

that form a Kramers pair near the Fermi level at the Γ̄ point are the two crescent Fermi

arcs. The results in Fig. 4(b) show that the two Fermi arcs have opposite spin polarization

direction and a polarization magnitude of about 85%. These results are consistent with the
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experimental data (Figs. 2 and 3). To understand the large polarization, we decompose the

total spin texture into contributions from different orbitals. In a spin-orbit coupled system,

the physical spin is not a good quantum number as the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are

linear combinations of different orbitals and spins. In the case of TaAs, our calculation

shows that the Fermi arcs arise from the As px orbital and the Ta dxz and dx2−y2orbitals.

The spin textures of these orbitals sum up in a constructive way. Therefore, the total

spin polarization is close to 100%. On the other hand, it is well known that the total

spin polarization of Bi2Se3 surface states is only about 40% [36]. This is because the spin

textures of px, py, and pz orbitals add up destructively. It was proposed that one can using

different light polarizations to selectively probe the spin polarization that arises from certain

orbitals of the Bi2Se3 surface state [37]. References [38, 39] emphasized the role of the final

state effect in laser-SARPES measurements on Bi2Se3, which means that electron-photon

interactions can completely alter the spin orientation of the photoemission electrons relative

to that of the Bi2Se3 surface states. In the presence of strong final state effects [38, 39], it is

difficult to obtain information about the total Bi2Se3 spin texture from the laser-SARPES

measurements. Reference [40] checked the final state effects in Bi2Se3 and the results showed

that the laser-SARPES data were either consistent with the spin polarization of the surface

states or with the final state effects depending on the experimental conditions including the

incident photon energy, light polarization, etc. In the case of TaAs, all these have not been

studied systematically yet. Our systematic data show that the spin measurements at 7 eV

are consistent with the total spin polarization of the Fermi arcs. This demonstrates the

value of our work in revealing the spin polarization of the Fermi arcs.

Finally, we investigate the topological “information” of the Fermi arc. We first briefly

review the topological information that can be deduced without spin. As elaborated in Refs.

[12, 18, 19], one can prove the Fermi arc nature of the surface states by resolving the sign

of the Fermi velocity of the surface bands (Figs. 4(f,g)) along a k space loop that encloses

a +2 projected Weyl node. As for the spin texture, the non-degenerate (spin polarized)

property is important. If the surface bands were doubly degenerate, the chiral modes in

Fig. 4(g) would give rise to a Chern number of +4, which is inconsistent with the chiral

charge of +2 in the bulk. However, the non-degenerate property represents only a small

fraction of the information from the Fermi arc spin texture. An obvious question to ask is

that whether the texture, i.e., the k space configuration of the spin polarization, also carries
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any topological meaning. One proposal is that one can infer the chirality of bulk Weyl cone

by studying the spin texture of the Fermi arcs at the k points where the Fermi arcs and the

bulk band projections merge with each other. However, we note that this proposal is not

feasible in TaAs for the following reasons. First, a significant part of the bulk band projection

arises from other irrelevant (non-Weyl) bulk Fermi surfaces (Fig. 4(d)). Second, the spin

polarization of the Fermi arc does not match with that of the projected bulk bands at k points

where they merge (Fig. 4(e)). We expect surface resonance states at k points where surface

states enter the bulk. Hence the surface spin should slowly evolve and only become fully

consistent with the bulk when it goes deeply into the bulk projection as the wavefunction

become completely delocalized from the surface. Third, as can be seen from the red arrows

in Fig. 4(e), the bulk spin texture does not follow the monopole/antimonopole configuration.

In fact, the Weyl nodes are monopoles of Berry curvature, and the Berry curvature is in

general different from the physical spin in a spin-orbit coupled system. Hence even if one

were able to infer the bulk spin texture from the surface spin texture, it cannot prove the

monopole property in the case of TaAs.

After the completion of this work, we became aware of the preprint [41]. We compare

our data with the data reported in Ref. [41]. First, we observe a nearly full (80%) spin

polarization as a consequence of the distinct orbital properties of TaAs Fermi arcs. Second,

our data, in agreement with our calculations, show no observable out-of-plane spin polariza-

tion (Pz) at all k points studied. These observations are consistent with the calculated spin

polarization of the Fermi arcs. Finally, our systematic calculations and data show that the

spin texture of the Fermi arc cannot be used to infer the chirality of the Weyl nodes.

In summary, our observation provides a new type of spin texture that arises from a new

type of 2D electron gas, the Fermi arc surface states. The spin texture is completely in-

plane. The nearly full spin polarization is favorable for spin applications based on the Fermi

arcs of TaAs.
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FIG. 1: Theoretically calculated surface band structure and spin texture. (a) Body-

centered tetragonal structure of TaAs, shown as stacks of Ta (blue) and As (silver) layers. The

screw-like pattern along the z-direction leads to a non-symmporphic C4 rotation symmetry that

includes a translation along the z-direction by c/4. The lattice of TaAs lacks space inversion

symmetry. (b) First-principles band structure calculation of the (001) surfaces states of TaAs. The

black and white circles indicate the projected Weyl nodes with opposite chirality. (c) Corresponding

theoretical spin texture of Fermi arc surface states. The k-space range is defined by the white dotted

box in (b). (d) The bulk and (001) surface Brillouin zone of TaAs. High symmetry points are noted.

(e) Experimental geometry of the spin-resolved ARPES instrument.
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FIG. 2: Spin texture measurement of outer Fermi arc. (a) High-resolution ARPES Fermi

surface map of crescent Fermi arcs measured with incident photon energy of 90 eV. Numbers 1,

2, 3, 4, and 5 indicate the k locations where spin-resolved ARPES measurements were performed

on the outer arc. (b) Schematic illustration of the spin texture. The arrows show the direction of

spin polarization on selective k points on the Fermi arcs based on our calculations. (c-g) Measured

in-plane spin polarization at 1-5 correspond to panels denoted by k1, k2, k3, k4, and k5, respectively.
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FIG. 3: Spin texture measurement of inner Fermi arc. (a) High-resolution ARPES Fermi

surface map of crescent Fermi arcs. Numbers 6, 7, and 8 indicate the k locations where spin-

resolved ARPES measurements were performed on the inner arc. (b) Schematic illustration of

the spin texture. The arrows show the direction of spin polarization on selective k points on the

Fermi arcs based on our calculations. (c-g) Measured in-plane spin polarization at 6-8 correspond

to panels denoted by k6, k7, and k8, respectively. (f) Spin polarization measurements at k1 using

different polarizations of the incident light polarization.
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FIG. 4: Lack of out-of-plane spin polarization, large spin polarization magnitude, and

deviation between spin textures of the Fermi arc and Weyl cones. (a) Spin polarization

measurements along the out-of-plane direction for k1, k4, and k6. No out-of plane spin polarization

is measured within in our experimental resolution. (b) Theoretically calculated surface energy

dispersion along Γ̄ − X̄. (c) The magnitude of spin polarization for the two bands that form a

Kramers’ pair near the Fermi level at the Γ̄ point in panel (b). These two bands arise from the

two Fermi arcs of one crescent-shaped feature. The range of the x axis is from the Γ̄ point to the

white dotted lines in panel (b).(d) A zoomed-in calculation near a projected Weyl node slightly

above the Fermi level. The two Fermi arcs are seen to merge into the bulk band projection, which

is noted by the white contour.
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FIG. 4: The black contour shows the projection of the Weyl cones only. We see that the total

projection (white contour) is larger than the Weyl cone projection (black contour). This demon-

strates that there are additional irrelevant (non-Weyl) bulk Fermi surfaces contributing to the bulk

projection. (e) The spin-texture calculation for (d), which shows the spin-polarization of the Fermi

arc surface states with white arrows, and red arrows for the bulk pocket around the Weyl node. (f)

A schematic showing crescent shaped Fermi arcs (blue curve) connecting to projected Weyl nodes.

(g) An illustration of the band structure along the black dotted circle.


